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Abstract
How does a security dilemma dynamic between parties deemed not to hold hostile intentions toward each other emerge and escalate? This article investigates Russian official discourse on NATO engagement in Europe post-Crimea (2014), and its impact on security interaction in the Arctic. We also examine how Russia represents NATO intentions and actions in a context seen by Russia as a relation of war. We identify the effect of these changing representations of self and other for the emerging securitization dilemma in relations between Russia and NATO, arguing that they have replaced uncertainty about NATO’s hostile intentions with certainty. Although Russia still articulates the Arctic as a unique cooperative region, there may be little space left for non-conflictual Russian action when encountering NATO in the Arctic. We highlight the agency and importance of evolving political rhetoric in creating a dangerous situation where lethal conflict can occur between parties who do not seek it, and also suggest that adjustments to patterns of official speech could be a tool of mitigation.
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1 Introduction
After the Ukraine crisis and the annexation of Crimea, Russia and NATO seem locked in a pattern of escalating tension. With talk of a new Cold War, even an arms race, the re-militarization of Europe is underway, also in the Arctic. The low-tension space between Russia and NATO has rapidly been supplanted by military exercises, bases and installations, all growing in number and scope. Whereas security experts and bureaucracies on both sides have engaged in measuring...
the “threat” in objective terms, often taking for granted the hostile intent of the adversary, this article examines how the understanding of the other as hostile and threatening has (re-) emerged. We see the social interaction between the parties as the fundamental driver in conflictual relations, with the material manifestations of such relations being re-armament and military posturing enabled by inimical identifications.

The spiral of rising tension in Europe is part of a broader Russia–West interaction pattern which can be theorized as a process of mutual and multifaceted securitization, but we focus on Russia, investigating the changing identifications of NATO in the wider context of self/other representations in Russian official texts. We theorize and empirically investigate the changing pattern in post-Crimea official statements on the strategic adversary and how such general securitization spills over into Russia’s framing of NATO in the Arctic. Thereby we address a neglected aspect in discussions on the emerging Russia-West security dilemma(s): how uncertainty about the intent behind the other party’s military build-up has dissolved and become certainty.

Some scholars see the basic objectives of NATO and Russia in the Arctic as defensive, and explain the “tragic” action/reaction pattern in military build-up now unfolding with reference to longstanding psychological, bureaucratic and political biases and assumptions, or a general lack of trust. While acknowledging that historical animosity is relevant, we disagree with both the weight that it is given, as well as shallow accounts of how today’s distrust is (re-) produced. We argue that the power of recent political speech – including rhetoric that invokes historical animosity – must be considered in explaining how parties replace strategic uncertainty about the intent behind the other party’s actions with certainty of hostile intent – thus contributing to the action/reaction dynamic involving military activities and potentially leading to armed conflict. Moreover, spillover of strategic certainty from one area (Ukraine/Black Sea) to another (Arctic) occurs as a result of a discursive process in which the Other has been naturalized as a total threat.

Empirically, our study contributes fresh insight into a main protagonist on the rapidly changing European scene, as well as how Russia’s expressed views on NATO might affect relations in the Arctic. The Arctic has long been considered a strategic low-tension zone, featuring cross-cutting institutions focused on non-military issue-areas, with agreement on the primacy of UNCLOS and a healthy mix of collaboration and competition in the energy field. Even immediately after the annexation of Crimea, Russia and NATO states remained “frenemies” in the Arctic, an area now increasingly dominated by great-power rivalry where Russia–NATO interactions are pivotal. Can the Arctic be “compartmentalized” and insulated from broader developments in Russia–West relations? By reviewing a large body of Russian official texts on NATO since 2014 and examining how relations in the Arctic are re-read in light of this broader discursive change, we indicate how compartmentalization could be challenged by Russian strategic certainty of NATO’s hostile intent.
We start by presenting our theoretical assumptions and methodology as to the relevance of changing official identifications for strategic certainty and geographical spillover (2). Then follows the result of our discourse analysis of Russian official texts. We detail how Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) and Ministry of Defense (MOD) statements represent the state of world affairs and NATO’s role in creating it (3.1), NATO’s nature and intentions (3.2), and NATO’s actions (3.3). We show how “certainty” of NATO hostility is construed through this discourse, gradually becoming naturalized (3.4). Finally, we examine Russian statements on NATO and NATO states in the Arctic, to see whether this region can be insulated from the overarching Russia–NATO social dynamic, and to test our empirical expectation that the social construction of strategic certainty puts relations in the Arctic under pressure (3.5). The conclusions sum up the findings of our empirical analysis, linking them to the theoretical debate on how misplaced certainty originates (4).

2 Theory and methodology

The security dilemma in its classic articulations explains how defensive measures can lead to unintended consequences and unwanted conflict. As reformulated by Wivel in 2017, a security dilemma is “a situation in which actions taken by a state to increase its own security cause reactions from other states, which in turn lead to a decrease rather than an increase in the original states’ security”. Thus, one party’s actions motivated by a desire for security could be perceived by the other as offensive and threatening. In line with recent scholarship, we propose a constructivist reading of the security dilemma as a suitable theoretical lens for grasping the basics of the new Russia–NATO rivalry in Europe and the Arctic. Like Van Rythoven we contend that the dilemma’s classical formulation, with its core elements of uncertainty, choice, and tragedy, gains analytical clout when informed by constructivist scholarship: we employ his reconceptualization of the securitization dilemma, highlighting social interaction, interpretation, and process. We show how Russia increasingly discounts uncertainty about the intentions behind NATO’s activities, with the prospect of a tragic outcome, an unwanted conflict.

Reinterpreted with constructivist assumptions, the uncertainty of the security dilemma is not, as neorealism would posit, “a problem of lacking information about others’ intentions”. Rather than trying to unveil intention as some intrinsic quality of the adversary, judging intention is a matter of interpretation. As Mitzen notes, “[s]tates do not have the final say in whether they are security-seekers”. States come to “know” each other as friendly or hostile through social, discursive interaction. Official political speech that promotes an image of the other party as a threat can gradually naturalize assumptions of hostility, resulting in misplaced certainty and a powerful securitization dilemma. Intense and repeated political agitation describing the other as threatening misleads actors to discount uncertainty and fosters the epistemological hubris that they “know” their adversaries.
We see such a securitization dilemma in Russia–West relations where, as already suggested in the scholarly literature, the entrenched Russian worldview is that the West is threatening to destroy Russia (be it through communication or force deployment). Viewed through our discourse-theoretical lens, Russia’s contributions to the current spiral in military posturing and build-up become possible through the multitude of self/other representations in Russian official texts undergirding this worldview. Intersubjective, discursive formations such as self/other identifications enable and constrain the policies of the political entities that evoke them and the international relations these entities contribute to creating. Here we concur with claims made within a tradition now firmly established, including scholarship on Russian foreign/security policy.

Self/other discourses are complex grids of signification that evolve and change over time through new (explicit and implicit) identifications, as in official statements. Political units such as states can invoke a range of self/other identifications. Establishing which categories and patterns of self/other identifications emerge in official language is an empirical undertaking (see below), but we focus on linguistic constructions that identify the Other as a threat, including what level of difference and danger these constructions imply (whether the Other is highly securitized). Broad, stabilized discourses of threat will create strategic certainty through naturalization, whereby the close association – created in patterns of linguistic representations – between the other entity and hostility has become so ingrained that hostile actions and intentions are taken for granted as the true nature of the other party.

Regarding whether the Arctic can be compartmentalized from the evolving Russia–West conflict, our theoretical perspective foregrounds the power and content of identifications in official speech. Compartmentalization of any area – including the Arctic – requires that the threat to the Self in question is not construed as total. We hold that if a discursive construction of the other political entity is both highly securitized and naturalized, the threat will reach the level of total; it will then not make much difference where this political entity is encountered. Having reached such a threshold, the general hostile intent and posture ascribed to NATO elsewhere will spill over, shaping understandings of NATO activity in the High North.

We therefore theorize geographical spillover not as spillover per se but as a discursive effacing of any limits to the threat posed by the Other. We observe and present below such a discursive totalization of the threatening other in representations of NATO, nurtured in official Russian statements, as almost blindly expanding and inherently aggressive. Thus, whereas it was once possible for Russian official discourse to securitize NATO as part of the “Western interventionist Other” – a recurring securitization trope in the discourse also pre-Crimea – and simultaneously compartmentalize the Arctic, a dramatically heightened level of securitization might preclude this possibility.

However, this discursive change takes place against a backdrop of continuity. We observe – as predicted by Jackson and Krebs – that pre-existing rhetorical tropes act
as vehicles for this dissolution of a threat’s boundedness. The view of “geopolitics” as a driving force behind NATO behaviour pre-dated the 2014 watershed (i.e. before the NATO threat came to be represented as total). Moreover, this very trope is, as we shall see, also a major carrier of threat in Russia’s NATO discourse post-Crimea, contributing to the naturalization and spillover of strategic certainty into the Arctic. Likewise, established rhetorical tropes on the Arctic as a “uniquely collaborative space” with rule-abiding, cooperative and trustworthy actors could serve to constrain the image of hostility, if recirculated in official speech.

Three broader aspects related to flexibility, audience, and power in processes of discursive securitization are relevant for explaining why compartmentalization of the Arctic may become difficult. First, identifications of the Other in official speech tend to remain fairly consistent. As Krebs and Jackson argue, “rhetorical innovation, while possible and even inevitable in the long run, is far less likely in the short run…. coherent political action would be impossible if rhetorical universes were in a state of continuous deep flux. Relative rhetorical stabilities must emerge to permit the construction of political strategies …”. This bounded character of official speech is related to the second point, on audience. A state leadership communicates with a domestic audience. Political leaders engage in ontological security production – i.e. the creation of a sense of continuity in a political community’s selfhood– by invoking identifications of Self in contrast to Other(s), feeding society’s need to know itself and how to act vis-à-vis other political communities. A leadership that has heavily mobilized an identification of a significant Other (such as NATO) as hostile, thereby securing the sense of self (Russia), can hardly invoke contradictory identifications without losing credibility in the home audience. Third, the Schmittian logic which is unleashed in processes of high securitization – which implies that the cry our security is threatened allows the leadership to act “beyond rules that would otherwise bind” – ensures that security concerns are prioritized over other societal concerns in the polity.

All three points are particularly salient for today’s Putinite state, where identifications in official and media discourse have become so one-sided and repetitive that scholars attach the label “propaganda” to Russian official rhetoric. We can hardly expect Russian official speech on NATO activities in the Arctic to be very different from such speech on other regions. Further, Russia’s ontological security has been forged by official invocation of an existential threat: first in the form of “international terrorism,” then increasingly in the form of the “West.” Thus, we expect that invoking social entities associated with the West as “hostile,” also in connection with the Arctic, will foster the production of ontological security. Finally, in Putin’s Russia the Schmittian logic has not been circumscribed by a democratic political system and is spreading unimpeded throughout the political system.

Based on these theoretical assumptions, we expect that official Russian discourse on NATO in the Arctic will evolve into a pattern of identification consistent with identifications of NATO elsewhere. As to the overall picture of Russia–West
relations, discourses of high threat such as those detected in our analysis delineate a boundary for acceptable action, making policies of military build-up and force logical and legitimate. In a next step – beyond the scope of our enquiry – it will be up to NATO and associated states to interpret whether such Russian actions are offensive or defensive. This judgement will be shaped by various factors, including how these political entities themselves have represented – spoken about – Russia in recent years. With this overarching theoretical approach, we highlight the importance of spoken language and how evolving political statements contribute to creating a dangerous strategic certainty that drives the action-reaction spiral upwards.

By warning about the prospect of tragedy should this course continue, we hope to contribute to a “securitization of securitization,” as “the fear of fear can in a specific sense be seen as a desecuritizing resource.”31 Placing agency in words, as we do in this study, does not relieve politicians of responsibility. Quite the opposite, rhetorical prudence might help to mitigate today’s securitization dilemma. Restraining othering in official language should be added to the list of suggested “mitigation modalities” in the literature.32

2.1 Data and method

In order to study Russia’s official representations and sensemaking of NATO we scrutinized public documents from the Russian Ministry of Defence (MOD) and the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) in the period 2014–2020. Despite the high level of propaganda in Russian official speech, studying public sources is epistemologically and ontologically crucial because our object of study – the effect of political speech – takes place in public.33

Further, although texts from the MOD and MFA in this period do not exhaust the total body of speech by the Russian leadership, they do capture the main lines of reasoning on international affairs, including what role Russia and other major players, such as NATO, are said to have in these affairs. Texts from President Putin (retrieved from kremlin.ru) often address such questions, but usually align quite closely with representations in MFA texts and focus more on domestic politics. Texts from the MOD are useful because they focus on military affairs and we are interested in representations of NATO, while texts from the MFA allow us to place representations of NATO in the broader context of Russian foreign policy discourse as such. Importantly, studying evolving statements (speeches, explanations of military strategy, comments on current events, answers to journalist questions, etc.) instead of static official texts such as the foreign policy concept or the military doctrine, indicate how official speech changes, and potentially how representations of NATO as hostile become naturalized. We have merged the findings from MFA and MOD texts as a reflection of what we see as collective sensemaking in the Russian security policy leadership.

As we aimed to analyse the explicit representations of NATO in detail and over time, the quantitative corporaexplorer software34 was used to retrieve bodies of texts
according to threshold criterion of “mentions of NATO”: 34 texts from the MOD with at least three mentions, and 122 MFA texts with a minimum of seven mentions. The reason for the different thresholds is that we needed to balance the size of the text bodies from these two agencies. Because MFA issues far more material, the MFA threshold is higher. MOD texts from 2017 onwards come from a slightly smaller sample – only texts by Minister of Defence Sergei Shoigu and Chief of the General Staff Valery Gerasimov were analysed – due to technical issues. This latter text corpus is referred to in the notes as MODX, and the former two simply as MFA and MOD. For the review of Russian representations of NATO in the Arctic (3.5) we added a sample of MFA texts from 2020 and 2021 mentioning both “NATO” and “Arctic”. These texts were identified using the MFA website search engine. Due to the smaller size of this sample, all texts with a minimum of one mention of each term were included. These are referred to as MFAA. The numbers indicate specific texts, detailed in appendixes with dates and URL links.

Texts were submitted to in-depth discourse analysis in an analytical process focused on delineating the changing discursive landscape and the significant categories within it.35 Given our focus on self/other identification patterns that might naturalize the notion of hostility (thus creating strategic certainty), we tracked explicit representations of NATO in the texts, with special attention to the level of difference and danger that these representations implied. This mapping relied on well-known analytical strategies in discourse analysis: identifying chains of equivalence and difference,36 employing predicate analysis,37 unearthing historical analogies and how certain binary oppositions structure meaning in the texts.38

The categories that structure our empirical section have been derived through a hermeneutical process between theorizing and in-depth analysis of official texts. As noted by Fierke, “the danger of going to any particular set of texts with a range of predetermined categories for purposes of coding, as with content analysis, is that the world of analysis is limited from the start by the choices, and thus arguably the interpretation, of the analyst.”39 Thus, whereas our discourse-theoretical reading of securitization directs us toward identifications of the other as empty categories (here specified in two subcategories: “NATO’s nature and intentions” and “NATO’s action”), the level of danger attached to such identifications and the content of the categories are derived through the reading of texts.

Moreover, while the empty categories “NATO’s nature and intentions” as well as “NATO’s actions” suggested themselves from our theory, the first category “The state of world affairs and NATOs role in creating it” was initially less obvious. It emerged from our work with the texts, as follows: In reading the texts, we soon discovered that a core story-line in Russian official language that imbues “NATO” with a high danger-level is that the world is becoming increasingly dangerous and that NATO is the source of this development. Having noted this as a possible category, we analysed texts diachronically, to ascertain what the content of this description of world affairs amounted to in the entire body of texts, so that we could then revise
and specify the initial category “The state of world affairs and NATO’s role in creating it” into “A dangerous world, and NATO as its source”. Similarly, “NATO’s false offensive nature” was the most apt description of NATO’s nature and intentions as identified in the body of Russian official texts studied. The category “NATO’s hybrid toolkit” grasps the essence of Russian official representations of NATO’s actions. Here our method was a form of grounded theory in which analytical categories arising from data were considered empirically validated when new texts no longer gave rise to new or refined categories.40

In sum, the three empirically and theoretically derived categories presented in sections 3.1–3.3 are taken as a means of measuring NATO hostility in Russian official speech, while the repetition and intensification of representations of hostility over time presented in 3.4 is a means of measuring naturalization. Together they provide a proxy for strategic certainty.

The criterion for selecting texts was mentioning NATO, but they were read in their entirety. A striking feature to emerge from our analysis is that “NATO”, “USA” and “West” are often used interchangeably and explicitly expressed as identical in Russian discourse (“saying NATO, you understand the USA”)41 – thereby collapsing these distinct actors into one social entity. We do not claim that these actors are the same – only that Russian official discourse construes them as such. This merging of a NATO identity with that of other social entities proved to be significant for the representation of hostility, as the level of danger attached to one of these actors immediately travels to the others. The discursive merging of different Western actors occurs throughout our body of texts on NATO in general and is reflected in our presentation in 3.1–3.4. Often NATO, the USA and the West are mentioned with only a slash (/) between them. In texts on NATO in the Arctic, which were read with an eye to replication and signs of spillover, Russian official discourse only partially reflects a unitary-opponent view of relations with various NATO countries. For example, Norway may be framed as a good neighbour with which Russia has productive cooperative relations, but as hostile when associated with NATO.42

3 Empirical analysis

Here we turn to our findings from the discourse analysis of texts, ordered as follows: After presenting Russia’s image of world affairs as perilous and unstable, we show how NATO is projected as the source of this situation, in contrast to the just and orderly world that Russia is allegedly creating. We then explain how NATO’s very being and use of means are framed as hybrid, false and offensive, in contrast to Russia’s defensive posture, and how this identification of NATO is intensifying year by year.

This empirical account provides the “evidence” for our finding that the evolving Russian discourse constitutes the NATO Other as clearly different and dangerous to Russia. NATO is so highly securitized that the threat implied in the pattern of
identification is almost total (3.1–3.3). Further, while securitization of NATO is stable in the sense that there is always some level of threat attached, the threat seems to be ever-increasing. We see this surge as indicating naturalization: the dangerous climate created by NATO metastasizes from the epicentre in Ukraine to new events and spaces (3.4). In the final section we focus on official representations of NATO in the Arctic, showing how the general pattern of representation is replicated and informs Russian views of NATO and NATO states in the region (3.5).

3.1 A dangerous world, with NATO as its source
Official Russian texts stress that European and global stability and security are under threat; there is war in Ukraine and in the Middle East, and remilitarization and rising tensions in Europe. Several state collapses have paved the way for societal meltdown, terrorism and chaos. Particularly salient is the view of an unstable situation in which order could be replaced by chaos at any time: this description permeates the body of Russian official texts. 43

The main source of these intensifying crises seems to be NATO/USA/West. “Like lava from a volcano, demolishing on its way everything positive, accumulated over the past decade, Western countries are creating new dividing lines ... the international security system has been undermined by the actions of the US and its allies”. 44 Accordingly, the world is often said to be in a state of controlled instability – which springs, as explained below, from these entities’ hybrid or false nature as regards their intentions and activities. 45 The US “exclusivity” and “arrogant” approach to international law are “contagious bacteria” fostering terrorism and instability. 46

The picture of the dangerous world that NATO is contributing to create is constructed through juxtaposition to the alternative, safe world which Russia is held to build and represent: a multipolar world governed through a polycentric system. This ideal world requires the “formation of a common space for peace, security and stability in the Euro-Atlantic area”, “the realisation of the principle of equal and indivisible security” and “the primacy of international law and the UN”. 47 In contrast to NATO, the OSCE is the “cornerstone of implementing equal and indivisible security”. 48 This is a world with a “balance of interests and compromises” rather than “force and aggression” 49 where “everyone has the right to express their point of view” 50 – in short a “new and more just world order”. 51 In MOD texts this alternative order is said to be “gaining traction”. 52 The MFA also notes that, post-Crimea, enmity has become an anomaly, as the “objective trend” is problem-solving through “collective efforts”. 53 Russia has hopes that “pragmatism in the interests of international and European security” can penetrate the “NATO system”. 54 However, in June 2018, the MFA noted an “increasingly clear” “contradiction” between the West seeking to maintain dominance and “the objectively strengthening multipolarity”. 55

This overarching narrative of current world affairs shows how NATO and the wider Western social entity subsumed under it are cast as the offensive and hostile sources of chaos and conflict – juxtaposed to Russia, fighting to defend a just and
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stable world. Let us now turn to NATO’s hostility as detailed in Russian official texts.

3.2 NATO as hostile and deceptive by nature
From Russian representations, we suggest that it is their diagnosis of NATO/USA/West’s very nature that makes this entity look so hostile. The Western antagonist is construed as a Janus-faced actor, ostensibly value-oriented but ultimately driven by “colonial thinking” and the unceasing desire for geopolitical expansion, seeking “to glue […] more and more geopolitical space” to itself – motives that are clearly offensive. This representation is achieved through the frequent use of expressions such as “posing as defenders of democracy and human rights”, “allegedly accidental shelling of civilians”, “citing far-fetched pretexts for allegedly necessary protection”, and the repeated use of adjectives such as artificial. For example: “NATO has a policy of artificially whipping up the situation,” the Ukraine situation is “artificially inflated from outside”. The Russian leadership advances the dichotomy of NATO as saying one thing and doing the opposite: NATO “declarations”, “solemn promises”, “on paper”, “words” repeatedly contradict “actual fact” and “practice” – for instance by proclaiming freedom of choice but in practice forcing countries to choose the West, and saying “security for all” but in practice building only their own security.

In Russian discourse, NATO’s front – including its talk of “fair democracy” and “human rights” and unfounded accusations towards Russia – constitutes a smoke-screen hiding its ulterior motive of geopolitical gains; the US “rhetoric of moral values” is “only on the surface. Of course, there is a big battle going on”. “Real facts are hushed up” and “accusations made to divert attention”. Conflict is created from nothing by “instrumentalizing” and “speculating” in universal values. To Russia, NATO’s values are fake, but its hostility is real. The Kremlin sees offensive geopolitics as the primordial driving force at NATO’s core – a posture described as “genetic” and a reflex. It is NATO’s “desire” that the course to deter Russia be “irreversible”. Moreover, NATO is seen as unpredictable: it may undertake hostile acts at any time for no reason. Indeed: “people should be prepared for […] someone in Washington waking up the next morning in a bad mood and deciding to start a coup d’état in yet another place”. NATO is “archaic”, “full of emotions”, and “acts without explaining the reasons”.

Underscoring our point that today’s distrust is (re-) produced inter alia through rhetoric that invokes historical animosity, we find NATO’s deceptive nature reconstituted through multiple references to broken promises at the end of the Cold War. Many of these construe the above-mentioned opposition between NATO’s words and practice. In the present situation of renewed conflict, rhetoric lamenting Russia’s past naïveté conveys the view that NATO was always guided by hostile intent. Recalling 1990, when Western leaders allegedly promised that NATO would not move “an inch” to the East, Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs Sergei Lavrov
in February 2018 concludes that “the so-called ‘gentlemen’s agreement’ which was reached, was, in fact, trampled upon by our Western colleagues. Probably, in the future we will try to better understand who is a gentleman, and who is not”. Moreover, official statements assert a Cold War “déjà-vu” and persistent Cold War thinking and rhetoric in the West. These references to Cold War rivalry make it self-evident that NATO today harbours malign intentions.

The picture emerging from our analysis is that the official Russian NATO discourse is a conspiracy theory (conceived in a common-sense way): it holds that NATO is the vehicle in an anti-Russia plot in which the USA pulls all the strings. In this conspiracy discourse, NATO as an organization has very limited agency: it is sometimes described as merely an “instrument” that can be “moved” to sow division and build walls. Agency lies with the USA; NATO is the Americans’ “powerful tool” for “strong influence in Europe”. The USA “decides the bloc discipline”, “makes all the decisions in NATO”. Russia is targeted: the “thesis” of “Russian aggression” features prominently in this conspiracy theory. Indeed, “anti-Russian attitudes […] are born in Washington […] and then implemented in Europe within the framework of the notorious ‘transatlantic solidarity’”.

The pervasive notion of secrecy and hidden agendas bolsters such conspiracy thinking; “But when our Western partners put forward the slogan ‘either with us or against us’, addressing it to our neighbours, including the countries of the former USSR, this is actually a veiled way to turn someone into an enemy”. The sense of coordination exemplified here by MFA spokesperson Maria Zakharova in July 2016 hints at conspiracy: “like in a good orchestra, many Western countries, practically on a daily basis, accuse Russia of threatening someone”. Someone must be conducting the “orchestra” – the USA is implied. As we see it, this logic of conspiracy eradicates any uncertainty as to intent, thus serving as an important mechanism by which the strategic Other is established as hostile.

In sum, the pattern of representations above projects NATO as inevitably hostile by nature. This identification is achieved through the mix of predicates, historical analogies and discursive juxtapositions and mergers. It contributes to constituting NATO as dangerous to Russia in a totalizing way. Given this basic identification, how then does Russia present NATO’s activities in the world since 2014?

3.3 NATO’s hybrid toolkit
Casting NATO as deceptive and ruthless by nature conditions how the MOD and MFA assess NATO’s activities. Note also that, through our discourse-theoretical lens, the nature of NATO and its use of means are seen as co-constitutive, in the sense that the elaboration of a specifically Western way of warfare (outlined below) reinforces the image of NATO’s hostile nature.

A core concern in Russian texts is how NATO/USA/West installs governments favourable to US foreign policy goals and can dictate the terms of other countries’ policies through an overarching strategy of instigating “colour revolutions”.

124
the NATO/US/Western approach centres on “imposing block status” and “values” on other nations, under the “guise of spreading democracy” and by playing to socioeconomic problems. Armed struggle, fought “according to the art of war”, is indicated as part of the colour revolution approach, intensifying this “destructive process”. After forcibly removing legitimate national governments, the NATO/USA/West can enjoy unhindered access to the resources in these states. Colour revolutions – an “evil” employed by the West to “achieve political and economic goals” – serve to create civil war, tension and chaos. Indeed, conditions in countries that have experienced military aggression in the classical sense and in those that have experienced “colour revolutions” are practically identical.

The established truth is that NATO’s dangerous means may involve anything from playing to the popular “protest potential”, “organizing fifth columns”, issuing “ultimatums”, or using traditional military means and “information war”. The latter features strongly and is said to take place in both traditional and social media, where it is repeatedly invoked in expressions such as “propaganda”, “the active use of double standards”, “influencing public opinion”, “unleashing anti-Russian hysteria in the press”, and claims that Russia is “made an enemy” through “traditional stories of aggressive Russians”.

The increased allied presence in Eastern Europe post-Crimea is a grievance oft repeated in official Russian statements. That NATO has justified this presence with “a far-fetched ‘threat from the East’” confirms both the belligerent character of NATO’s advances and its dual nature. The reality of NATO’s “Eastern flank” presence – “the steps actually (realno) taken by NATO” – is the quest to dominate, “testifying to attempts to change the existing balance of power in Europe”. NATO enlargement features as a further key measure in the Western offensive, with its post-Cold War expansion represented as “a provocation”. With the entry of new states such as Montenegro in the post-Crimea period, official rhetoric strongly hints at anti-Russian conspiracy; NATO’s real intention, “to besiege (oblozhit)” countries that disagree with NATO, like Russia and Serbia, is “hidden behind general phrases” on increased “space for security and democracy”. With North Macedonia preparing to join, MFA notes “manic constructions” as “a cover for the accelerated pulling of the Balkan states into the North Atlantic Alliance”, coupling NATO enlargement with the alleged pervasive information war.

It is this combination of different means, the hybrid character of NATO’s toolbox, that fosters the intense securitization of NATO. Large-scale exercises and military build-up close to the Russian border combine with false claims of Russian “aggression” or “threat” and NATO “restraint”, “spinning the flywheel of anti-Russian sentiment in order to justify plans […] to increase NATO’s military presence near Russia’s borders”. Moreover, NATO is dangerous due to its willingness to exploit any crisis in order to contain Russia; “If there were no Crimea and South-Eastern Ukraine, the West would have come up with something else. The goal is set: to bring Russia out of balance at any cost”. Thus, the MFA sees NATO/USA/West
as generally instrumentalizing any situation through “ politicization”\textsuperscript{110} or “ ideologization”,\textsuperscript{111} converting any business-like and possibly benign interaction into an anti-Russian geopolitical battle.

In sum, according to the Russian script, the hybrid Western toolkit includes any means available – be it cooperation with terrorists in Syria or “the bad guys” in Ukraine,\textsuperscript{112} their customary “double standards”,\textsuperscript{113} or NATO enlargement and military build-up, which will be put to use against Russia whenever possible.

In contrast to NATO’s deceptive and malign behaviour, texts construe Russia’s own ways as open and benign. Russia would be “ashamed” to act like the USA, forcing its will upon others.\textsuperscript{114} Russia wants “mutually beneficial”, respectful cooperation based on “natural” and “lawful” interests (especially economic),\textsuperscript{115} or, in the security field, “natural alliances” such as CSTO in the case of Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{116} The Kremlin is “willing to cooperate with anybody”\textsuperscript{117} and “always ready for dialogue,”\textsuperscript{118} including with NATO member states.\textsuperscript{119} Its approach includes “finding compromise solutions” and “protecting civilians”,\textsuperscript{120} and settling crises through “political and diplomatic measures”.\textsuperscript{121} Unlike NATO, Russia does not engage in fostering enemy images.\textsuperscript{122} As tensions in Europe rise, it is Russia, not NATO, that has noted the need “to resume cooperation between Russia and NATO in order to resolve the accumulated problematic issues”.\textsuperscript{123} Russia is pragmatic, full of good will\textsuperscript{124} and shuns politicization, focusing instead on “purely technical aspects”.\textsuperscript{125}

Any Russian measures in the economic sphere are said to be merely counter-measures.\textsuperscript{126} Moscow does not want to break off relations with NATO, but “had no choice” but to recall Russia’s chief military representative to NATO in 2014.\textsuperscript{127} As Russia carries out formidable militarization on its own side of the re-emerging East/West fault-line, these activities are consistently portrayed in MOD texts as “transparent” and conducted according to the rules, in “full openness”.\textsuperscript{128} Any new military activities – be they expanding or establishing new military bases, initiating snap military exercises, large-scale military exercises, long-range aviation aircraft flights or developing missiles to neutralize threats such as the missile defence system – are said to be “in response”,\textsuperscript{129} “retaliatory measures”\textsuperscript{130}, or “forced” by the activities of the other party.\textsuperscript{131} With this framing, even the modernization of the nuclear weapons arsenal, the development of high-precisions weapons and intensive combat training become necessary, defensive measures.\textsuperscript{132}

In MOD texts, everything Russia does is juxtaposed with NATO activities, routinely projected or directly characterized as “defensive”.\textsuperscript{133} Somewhat vaguely, MFA holds that Russia acts in a “mirror manner”, “always responds” but never “initiates action”.\textsuperscript{134} It takes “all necessary measures”\textsuperscript{135} and “has every opportunity” to neutralize nuclear threats”\textsuperscript{136} – given what NATO/USA/West has first done against Russia.\textsuperscript{137} Both agencies indicate that Russia ultimately has no choice in relation to NATO: it is forced to mirror NATO enmity and buildup.

In sum, MOD and MFA represent any NATO activity after the war in Ukraine as highly dangerous, a pattern consistent with representations of the nature of NATO.
Again, this framing is achieved through a set of linguistic practices that systematically place NATO in a subject position as hostile and offensive, juxtaposed against a benign and defensive Russia.

### 3.4 NATO danger rising

Russian representations of a dangerous world created by NATO (and other Western actors), together with the implicit and explicit identification of NATO’s nature and activities as highly versatile and hostile, indicate that NATO is highly securitized. Moreover, this identification has become naturalized in the years after 2014. Unequivocal statements on the hostile intent of NATO/US/West have accumulated as NATO’s “return” to Europe has unfolded after 2014.\(^\text{138}\) We note the diachronic development in how new military exercises, installations and troop deployments, as well as pre-Crimea NATO activities, are framed and linked into a chain of hostile acts committed by NATO. Non-military measures, including restrictions on diplomats and sanctions against Russia imposed by the West in spring 2014, are automatically included in this chain.\(^\text{139}\) With 2014 drawing to an end, Chief of the General Staff Valery Gerasimov sums up the unstable world by referring to “a number of leading Western countries stirring up ‘colour revolutions’ while simultaneously building up military hardware and capabilities in Europe”.\(^\text{140}\)

In March 2015, the MFA reacts to “the rapid militarization” of Eastern Europe seen in Operation Atlantic Resolve\(^\text{142}\) and Washington’s talk of “frontline states”, voicing “serious questions” about US and NATO plans.\(^\text{143}\) In April 2015, MOD concludes that NATO expansion “to the east … of Russia’s borders”, the possible incorporation of former Soviet countries and the “sharp increase in NATO military activity”, acquiring a “systematic character” – coupled with exerting “political and economic pressure” – paint an alarming picture.\(^\text{145}\) Also in spring 2015 (and later) Russia frames nuclear weapons into the toolbox, with references to the testing of B61-12 bombs in Nevada and allegations of potential US efforts to use these in Europe and get non-nuclear members involved in nuclear missions.\(^\text{146}\)

The idea of NATO hostility as being out in the open emerges, contributing to a naturalization of hostility as being self-evident. NATO’s “military-political ‘containment’ of Russia” is described as an “open course” in April 2016, and it is allegedly fully disclosed by January 2017 that “the coup in Kiev […] put everything in its place” for the USA and NATO, paving the way for anti-Russian sanctions and not least military advance.\(^\text{147}\) In April 2017, Gerasimov frames developments in Europe as “gradually transforming from the most stable and militarily calm region into a zone of increased tension and confrontation” as a consequence of the combination of NATO accumulating “offensive weapons along the entire Russia–NATO contact line” and continued efforts to ignite the “unresolved conflict in Ukraine” by providing military assistance to Ukraine.\(^\text{149}\)

Increasingly, post-Cold War history is reinterpreted to show that NATO aggressiveness towards Russia never ceased. In June 2017, Lavrov asserts NATO’s
anti-Russian posture as a constant, albeit varying in intensity. Events post-1991 are presented as mere “preparations” for the current encroachment on Russian borders. In this construction of continuity since Cold War times, we note a change from earlier statements. In November 2015, Lavrov clearly expressed that the enmity from the West was a novelty: “…political attitudes are being made to consider Russia as an enemy. This has not happened since the Cold War, and we have developed a partnership with NATO”. 

With every year – 2018, 2019, 2020 – more and more NATO activities are given alarmist interpretations. In 2018, the focus is on how Sweden and Finland are drawn into NATO structures, how new cyber-operation centres are being established in Finland, Estonia, Poland, Germany and France, how systems for the early storage of weapons and property are being created in Europe, how the INF Treaty is being “destroyed”; and how the “forced pulling of Macedonia into NATO” “confirms” NATO’s open door policy as a tool “for mastering geopolitical space”. In December 2019, worries are voiced about the renewal of the START agreement, on top of the established and growing list of Russian grievances.

In 2020, Gerasimov alleges that on August 2, 2019, “under a far-fetched pretext”, Washington unilaterally withdrew from the INF Treaty – proof that the true goal of the USA was to remove bans and restrictions on building up its missile capabilities. Confirmation came with the Pentagon’s test launch of a cruise missile from a ground-based mobile launcher to a range of over 500 km, conducted two weeks after the termination of the INF Treaty. Gerasimov adds that, during the NATO summit held in London (3–4 December 2019) “Russia is assigned the status of an enemy”. Enumerating new NATO initiatives in 2019, he notes:

… the scenarios point to NATO’s deliberate preparation for the deployment of its troops in a large-scale military conflict. At the same time, the Western allies are promoting the thesis of the so-called Russian military threat. Any step by Russia in the field of ensuring its military security, any planned and transparently conducted event to build an army and navy, every exercise is unambiguously presented as a “threat to peace” by Western propagandists and fake media.

With this evolution in Russian statements, we may conclude that Russia expresses increasing certainty of NATO hostility – to the point where it becomes a truism that NATO’s anti-Russian course is a manifest reality that encompasses all activities by the alliance. Moreover, the military component of NATO’s offensive is progressively given more weight in Russian official texts.

We would hold that the structure (in content) and growing intensity (in numbers) in Russian representations of NATO activities uncovered in our analysis indicates a discursive naturalization of NATO as highly threatening. Finally, then, we ask: does this galloping securitization of NATO/USA/West affect Russian representations of NATO in the Arctic, challenging the historical compartmentalization of this region as one of “peaceful interaction”?
3.5 Spillover: NATO in the Arctic and Arctic relations

Given the finding that NATO hostility has been naturalized as near-total in Russian official statements since 2014, we would expect the general hostile intent and posture ascribed to NATO elsewhere to spill over, shaping understandings of NATO in the Arctic. Here we seek to uncover whether the pattern of identification of NATO elsewhere is replicated in Russian statements on NATO in the Arctic region. We also investigate whether the established discourse on the Arctic as a “uniquely collaborative space” is reiterated and whether (or not) it restrains the securitization of NATO or the level of hostility attached to diverse Western actors in this region.

In Russian representations of the Arctic we find a dual pattern; on the one hand, resistance to securitization emanating from the discourse on the Arctic as a cooperative space with cooperative actors; on the other, full “contamination” in terms of NATO hostility. Tellingly, despite many references to NATO in a range of contexts in these Arctic texts, we have not encountered a single instance where NATO is mentioned in non-hostile terms. Further, there is evident replication in the representations of NATO across the three analytical categories outlined above.

While the Baltic region is identified as being subjected to “militarization” before the Arctic, in April 2015 this region is actively framed as part of the new dangerous world which NATO is creating. Defence Minister Shoigu notes that “with the geographical concentration of the NATO exercise areas, exclusively on the eastern flank of the alliance and the Arctic region … the alliance has dropped its propaganda clichés of past years about cooperation with Russia”. NATO/USA are repeatedly identified as the sole source of this new situation, for instance: “Speaking about potential sources of mounting tensions in the region, it would be logical to consider the United States and its allies’ military activities in the Arctic that go hand-in-hand with belligerent rhetoric. In fact, NATO and NATO member states, including non-Arctic countries, are carrying out provocations there and are doing so on an increasingly regular basis”.

The notion of NATO’s false nature is also prominent: NATO is alleged to be consistently dishonest in its statements, “turning the facts on their head”. NATO’s Janus-faced nature is reinforced when Russia declares that statements and policies in the Arctic are “based on completely perverse facts on an imaginary Russian threat” to justify its own existence. NATO is also reneging on old promises and agreements, such as the 1997 Russia–NATO Founding Act and the Norwegian policy of ‘self-imposed restraints’. Moreover, the representation of NATO as necessarily offensive is recirculated, including by use of the geopolitics trope, in claims such as “The North Atlantic Alliance [has] set eyes on the Arctic as an area for its long-term military plans and interests, while the activities of the NATO member states in the Arctic region are increasingly becoming systemic and provocative thus transforming the Arctic into a ground of geopolitical competition”. The latter statement also shows that the conspiracy-theory view of NATO/West is manifest in the Arctic. Concerted efforts are allegedly being made by NATO and its Arctic members to
dismantle the state of cooperative and peaceful relations in the Arctic while simultaneously asserting a more hostile military posture. Russia is on the receiving end of this conspiracy.\textsuperscript{162}

NATO’s \textit{hybrid ways} are restated when NATO’s statements on the need for deterrence in the Arctic are described as a “… corruption of logic, facts, common sense, or any idea of decency and respect …” and when NATO activities in the region are repeatedly referred to as ‘provocations’ close to Russia’s borders.\textsuperscript{163} Such statements reflect deep concern about any NATO manoeuvre in the Arctic. Every new development is noted by the MOD and painted as yet another dangerous move against Russia.\textsuperscript{164} Symptomatically, a specific grievance like the US rotational bases in Norway in July 2018 is cited as evidence of a larger trend of increased “tension and destabilization of the situation in the northern region …, an element of the US-led military preparations, which have intensified against the background of anti-Russian propaganda hysteria”.\textsuperscript{165} Indeed the presence of NATO in the Arctic is presented as destabilising and hostile: “… we are convinced that these war games as well as the general build-up of NATO’s military presence in the high latitudes by no means facilitate the strengthening of peace and stability in the Arctic”.\textsuperscript{166}

Arctic peace and stability are constantly invoked in Russian discourse, whereas the NATO Other is routinely projected as a rising threat to this unique area. Thus, rather than contributing to halt the securitization of NATO in the Arctic, Russia’s invoking of the peace and stability trope while juxtaposing it to NATO’s nature and activities creates the opposite effect. Moreover, in these texts Russia is construed as the protector of peace and stability, in line with its law-abiding, benign and defensive nature – in alleged contrast to NATO, thereby underlining NATO hostility. For example, “… the Russian Navy … complies with international law without creating any security threats for Norway”.\textsuperscript{167} “Everything Russia is doing there is absolutely legal.”\textsuperscript{168} Russian efforts to augment its own military forces in the region are presented as merely responding to NATO’s efforts at containment.\textsuperscript{169} Furthermore, Russia sees itself as trying to defuse tensions in the region, but its efforts are ignored and frustrated by a NATO that is unwilling to alter its course: “We have proposed discussing issues of mutual concern on numerous occasions. Regrettably, we do not see any response”.\textsuperscript{170}

Beyond the highly securitized and naturalized Russian representation of NATO as hostile in the Arctic, what of the Arctic NATO states? While the cooperative baseline still frames such individual countries to some extent, their increasing engagement with (in) NATO leads to overall representations of them as hostile. Norway, for example, has figured as a “good neighbour” in connection with bi- and multilateral cooperation, such as a 2010 maritime delimitation agreement.\textsuperscript{171} Increasingly, however, Norway is identified as a loyal and eager NATO member – and thereby partially conflated with it being an unreliable and hostile agent that threatens Russia from all directions. Examples include allowing US forces to deploy to Norway for extended rotation periods, or hosting NATO exercises or NATO nuclear
submarines. Norway’s signing a bilateral defence cooperation agreement with the USA in April 2021 is seen as “fully in line with the policy of military build-up and an active involvement of NATO in the Arctic”... “We regard such activities, especially in direct proximity to the Russian border, as Oslo’s deliberate and destructive line towards aggravating tensions in the Euro-Arctic region and destroying Russian-Norwegian relations”.173

Norway is further included in the hostile NATO sphere through statements such as “The territory of Norway has been turned into a bridgehead for NATO’s advance to the Arctic”. The image of a “false” NATO/Norway is evident in expressions such as “The statements made by Norway’s political authorities about their alleged desire to maintain good relations with Moscow [which] contradict the country’s actual destructive policy of deterrence against Russia”. Clearly, the words/actions dichotomy firmly established in Russian discourse on NATO as such (see section 3.2) have travelled into the discourse on Norway and the Arctic. Given such alleged Norwegian dishonesty in their relations, Russia “will have to take this into account when making national security plans”. Thus, although Norway still has a dual identification, it is increasingly construed as a hostile actor and its Arctic territory as hostile ground. In view of such mounting strategic certainty, new national security plans will be made on the Russian side.

Norway is not the only NATO country with a dual identification. If MFA statements are taken at face value, Russia is not certain about US hostile intent as regards the Arctic: In February 2019 Lavrov states that he “do[es] not know” whether the USA wants conflict in the Arctic, but that he “very much hope[s]” that the American “habit” of “aggravating relations ... will not manifest itself in the Arctic”. In fact, the USA is often framed in positive terms in connection with certain events and initiatives, as in a press release on a Russian–American Pacific Partnership meeting – but this holds only for non-military issues. Likewise regarding the UK: for example, statements on commemorations of the WWII Arctic Convoys include phrases such as “Russia will always remember with gratitude how the anti-Hitler coalition members extended a helping hand to the Soviet Union”. Similar historical sentiments are expressed about Norway in relation to commemorations of the 1944/1945 liberation of Finnmark, where Foreign Minister Lavrov declared himself “really touched by their attention”. Representations of hostility are tempered by the recirculation in official Russian speech of historical events that bind Russia and several NATO members together as brothers in arms facing the existential Nazi threat – in contrast to the previously noted Cold War analogies.

As to representations of the Arctic as such, the majority of MFA statements continue to emphasize international cooperation and economic opportunities in this region. The Arctic Council is still said to be “a very useful organization” and “probably one of the few structures that is not affected by geopolitical squabbles”. Our concern is that although individual Arctic NATO countries still enjoy dual identification as “frenemies”, the latter part of this identification is accentuated. We
would hold that this kind of identification encourages Russia to assume NATO-country hostility in a cooperative area like the Arctic and in the Arctic Council, now and in the near future: the logic of the MFA and MOD establishes hostility/cynicism as the safest bet. Indeed, recent Russian statements indicate that cooperation in the Arctic Council is under pressure from the “strategic certainty” of NATO hostility: “This desire to militarize the Arctic and use the region for implementing the notorious policy of containing Russia causes legitimate concerns. Unfortunately, the facts of the Arctic Council member states’ participation in these military actions are piling up. We believe that this conduct does little to maintain an atmosphere of trust and cooperation between the Arctic countries”. We might be facing a smothering Russian ability to distinguish the Western Arctic Council countries from the hostile face of NATO. With such conflation distrust can spill over and effect relations in the Arctic Council.

4 Conclusions

Our empirical analysis in 3.1-3.4 shows that Russian official discourse in the years following the conflict in Ukraine construes NATO as “genetically” set on grabbing ever more geopolitical space while claiming to seek security for all states. Russia generally represents NATO as a two-faced actor, hiding its true agenda of incessant expansion behind the “invented” “thesis” of Russian threat and distractions like “instrumentalized” universal values. This idea of a false West hiding the real reasons for its value agenda has deep roots in Russian thinking. Our analysis shows that this view fundamentally structures Russia’s interpretation of NATO, in turn illustrating how discursive change – the making of hostility through intense securitization and naturalization – takes place on the background of continued, long-nurtured rhetorical tropes.

Our analysis has also shown how all spheres and actions are entangled, seen as part of NATO’s war-like campaign targeting Russia. The Russian leadership conflates Russia-critical statements and conventional military build-up into a single package of hostility. We conclude that MOD and MFA representations post-Crimea attach a near-total level of danger to NATO and associated Western others. Here we wish to emphasize the extreme density and repetitive nature of these representations in our material. They confirm previous scholarly claims that the entrenched worldview in the Kremlin is that the West with NATO is threatening to destroy Russia. Our study has shown how such a worldview is constructed through official statements on a day-to-day basis, becoming naturalized. Further, the overall impression is that Russia deems conspiracy as the signature tune of both NATO and the USA. The “lesson learned” as per official speech post-Crimea thus seems to be that Russia should never trust NATO promises again – anywhere.

From our analysis of texts on NATO in the Arctic we find that the dramatically heightened level of securitization of this Western antagonist is almost fully replicated
in this polar region. We cannot ignore the pattern of representation of NATO as hostile by nature, with its every move in the Arctic as the next step in a planned offensive against Russia. This image is achieved through use of predicates, juxtapositions of selves and others (Russia embodies cooperative Arctic in the face of NATO threat), the recirculation of rhetorical tropes of enmity and discursive merger of social entities that might have been framed as distinct and “friendly”. By these mechanisms, relations with individual Arctic NATO states are increasingly rephrased through the prism of NATO hostility, with Norway as a prime example.

Although our findings may indicate the impossibility of compartmentalizing the Arctic away from rising Russia–NATO enmity, our material also shows Russian resistance to the securitization of relations in this region – as when interactions and institutions in the Arctic are recirculated as benign encounters and arenas or when official language invokes dual identifications of NATO countries, using historical tropes or predicates of amity. Indeed, the discursive lumping together of different Western political entities into one hostile agent is not complete in the Arctic context.

Entering these findings into the framework and debate about the securitization dilemma, locating them as part of a broader Russia–West interaction pattern, addresses several questions. As to how misplaced certainty about the other party’s intent emerges, we suggest that Russia creates certainty about NATO’s hostility through the way it repeatedly and with increasing fervour speaks of this political entity. Moreover, with NATO’s growing European presence and concerns over the “Russian threat”, Russian leaders increasingly indicate that the West’s previously hidden agenda is now out in the open. This “uncovering” cements the view of NATO’s intent as undeniably hostile.

As to the question of distrust, so often said to be the driver of security dilemma dynamics, we hold that the power of spoken words is underrated. Although assessing such emotional qualities is beyond the reach of our methodology, we would highlight the contingent nature of trust – thus rejecting distrust between Russia and NATO as something given and unchanging. The historical animosity between Russia and NATO does matter for the growing securitization dilemma in the Arctic and elsewhere in Europe, because political speakers make it matter – for example, by repeatedly re-inserting Cold War references into the debate and re-phrasing Cold War relations as sheer hostility. Also, trust can be rebuilt, by imagining and giving voice to positive identifications of and cooperative experiences with the Western Others. Here the Arctic has a clear potential, but that can be realised only if political actors decide to act.

As our study has shown, the constant invoking of NATO activity as hostile in contrast to Russia’s allegedly reactive and defensive posture serves as the core legitimizing argument for the upgrading and modernization of the Russian military – already a practical reality. However, in facing this practical reality it will be up to NATO, not Russia, to judge the underlying intentions. Here emerges the larger picture of a downwards spiralling of mutual securitization between two actors who both
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claim to be seeking security only. On this background, we feel that holding back the rhetorical trench war is a necessary step toward mitigating tragedy (in the security dilemma sense). For these representations matter beyond the nuisance of a loud and aggressive Russia–West conversation – they matter in order to avoid a military conflict that neither side wants.
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